Introduction.
It has been shown in [2] and [3] that those differential properties of set functions which generalize the fundamental theorem of calculus can be studied by means of cluster points of semihereditary and stable systems of subsets of a topological space. These systems were investigated there and among other things the following was proved :
(a) Every nonempty system which is semihereditary and stable with respect to a prering has uncountably many weak cluster points ([3, Theorem 2.4]).
(b) Every nonempty system which is semihereditary and stable with respect to a prering has at least the continuum of cluster points, provided the underlying topological space is locally pseudometriza-
ble ([3, Theorem 3.2]).
(c) Every nonempty system which is semihereditary with respect to a ring has a cluster point, provided the underlying topological space is Hausdorff and locally compact ([2, Theorem 4.3]).
It is the purpose of this paper to show that in a regular topological space every nonempty system which is semihereditary and stable with respect to a ring has at least the continuum of cluster points. This will be proved by combining the methods used in proofs of [ It seems to be very difficult to generalize our result for systems which are semihereditary and stable with respect to a prering only (even the question of the existence of a cluster point remains open here). Some contribution in this direction will be given in §4.
2. Preliminaries. Throughout, P is a regular topological space and
is a one-point compactification of P. If A QP~, then A~ and A° denote the closure and the interior of A in P~, respectively. For xEP~, Yx is a local base at x in P~ (see [l, p. 50] ). By exp P we denote the collection of all subsets of P. If SCexp P and A EP~, then &a= {T^Gô: BEA }. Finally, we shall choose a fixed system trCexpP such that rxG<r for every xEP-The following assumptions about the system a will be used : A system o" which satisfies condition (i) or (ii) is called a difference system or a prering, respectively. Obviously, every ring is a difference system and every difference system is a prering; for AC\B=A -(A-B).
Definition.
A system S Co-is said to be semihereditary if and only if ooC\b9*0 for every finite disjoint collection croCo" for which (J{A:AQ<To}Qb. Combining Proposition 3.4 with Lemma 3.3 we obtain the following theorem.
3.5. Theorem. Let a be a difference system and let 5 be semihereditary. If 5 is nonempty so is bc, and if, in addition, 5 is also stable, then the cardinality of bc is not less than the continuum. , can be treated similarly, we see that S' is stable. It should be mentioned that there exist nontrivial semihereditary subsystems of 5; e.g. with the aid of Zorn's lemma it can be rather easily shown that there is a system ôoCô" which is a minimal semihereditary subsystem of 5 containing P. Of course, since P is metrizable, it follows from [3, Theorem 3.2] that all these systems have the continuum of cluster points.
Note. There is no superadditive function F on a (see [3, Definition On the other hand there is a set ¿Go for which DC^CU?., F,-. If we set Ai = Ar~\Ui it follows from the semihereditariness of 5 that for some io, 1=í'ii^«, Ai0Eb. This is a contradiction, for 7J',0C-4_^i/,0 = ^4<~CF,0. In particular, the previous proposition applies when P is the Tychonoff product of any family of finite discrete spaces and a is the prering consisting of all rectangles which form the standard base for the topology in P (in this case a" =a).
